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Perception of warning signals in urban context points out the question of their efficiency with regard to the citizens. Efficiency of warning signals can be described in terms of their meaning for persons who are concerned with. Indeed, subjects can adequately react to the signals only if these latter are identified, that is, only if the signals make sense to the subjects. Therefore, information about mental representations of citizens exposed to warning signals is necessary. An experiment was realized involving 15 signals mixed with two different urban contexts: steady traffic noise and public park ambience. Results show that the two contextual constraints influence the perceptual thresholds of the warning signals as well as their identification. Warning signals can be classified with respect to their different meanings in different urban contexts. Especially, it appeared that signals having an identical semantic description nevertheless may present very different acoustical properties. The classes of signals obtained with the psychological description are a way to determine new acoustical features related to the meaning of warning signals, and so, to their efficiency.